
A special thank-you to members of AMA’s

Flight Support Team. Our community

partners recognize that AMA onsite events

bring thousands of visitors during the flying

season who spend dollars in our community.

Their generous donations help AMA continue

to host the many competition events held

annually, and in turn, AMA promotes and

encourages our members to look for and

support members of the Flight Support Team.
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After two days of rain and humid

weather, we ended up with one of the

hottest days I have seen up here at the

Nationals. It was a nice, blue sky

which made seeing the planes even

better. 

We started in the morning with

2548 Scale Combat. We start by

placing all the planes in a group to be

judged for accuracy and color

schemes. Over the past few years we

have noticed that some of the most

common planes are those flown by

the Japanese during WW II. This

happens because of the round

fuselage which is easier to cut and

assemble. 

There were a few American planes

such as the P-51 flown by Brian

Gilkey. There was also a Corsair

which was built by Mark Schofield. 

One of the first things you will

notice different from other RC

Combat events is the use of pursuit.

Most of the Scale planes

cannot turn as fast as

other nonscale planes.

This makes for more of

the sky being used for

combat. This also tends to

leave more streamers on

the planes for a longer

period of time. 

We ended up with

eight pilots in 2548,

which is not as many as

we have had in the past.

In order to have more

planes in the air at a time

we ran a staggered round

system where instead of

four pilots we will have as

many as six in the air at a

time. 

Brian Gilkey currently

holds the lead with 2464

points after six rounds. In

second is Viat Gaidamakov

with a score of 1444

through seven rounds. Eric

Gilkey holds onto third

after completing six rounds. 
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Photos by Don Grissom.
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We will have six more heats to

complete in the morning, which will be

very important in moving up in the

scores. 

After 2548 we went onto Limited B

which is a lot like SSC, but using a 25 cu.

engine and the 1450 RPM rules. After the

first few rounds it looked like the damage

was even more than Open B. 

I was knocked out after just three

rounds after getting hit in the air twice.

We were able to get through six rounds

and will only have four to complete in the

morning. With the scores very close, we

should have a lot of fun trying to finish

this out. 

Later in the evening, Wednesday we

had our pizza party where we were able

to give out many items that were donated

from some of the Combat companies as

well as other manufacturers. 

I would like to thank Treneff RC for

the Battle Axes (www.treneffrc.com,) Air

Scharnell for the Avenger kits

(www.airscharnell.com,) Texas Flugwerks

for the E-Falcon

(www.texasflugwerks.com,) Chris

Handegard for the P-47 2548 kits. We

also received some additional donations

from Bob Loescher, Spektrum RC, Tower

Hobbies, and Hobbico. We all walked

home a winner after such a fun day and

look forward to many more.

—Don Grissom

Everyone
walks

away a
winner.

Mark Schofield shows off the Corsair.
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It is a lot of
hard work
getting a 2548
plane in the air.

RC Combat CD Bob Loescher preparing for flight.

Anil finally gets the
engine to come off
without hitting a Barn.



Cl racing: Day 4
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Cl racing: Day 4

Busy Goodyear pit area.

Photos by Tim Stone.

Scale Racing (Goodyear): Goodyear

surprisingly had the most teams pre-

entered at this year’s Nats. The

airplane of choice was the OR-71

Little Quickie, as it has been for years. 

Rossi MK 2s and 3s, modified by

Tim Gillott, and the Nelson .15 were

the dominant motors. Despite some

rumors, Henry Nelson continues to

make his fine .15s and .40 engines

available for racers. 

Preliminary testing showed some

pretty average airspeeds as the air was

hot and quite humid. 70 lap

Preliminary top times were Tim

Stone/Bob Oge (3:03), followed by

Jim Ricketts/Dave MacDonald (3:07),

and Steve Eichenberger/Charlie

Johnson (3:16). Bob Oge also made

the cut for the two final races. He also

made a blazingly fast engine change to

race in the final. Two final races of

140 laps were run with two teams

each.

Bob Oge posted a 7:34 with Steve

Eichenberger forced to quit due to

mechanical problems. Ricketts and

Stone had the best finals with Ricketts

(7:07) placing second behind Stone

with a good 6:10 final.

NCLRA Clown Racing: What started

off as a sport event has in recent years

become extremely fast and

competitive. The formula is simple

enough: take a stock PDQ Clown with

maximum .19-cubic-inch displacement

and a one-ounce tank; no fuel shutoffs

allowed. 

There has been a major effort by

competitors to get the most out their

engines. RC car-engine technology has

been co-opted for this event as well as

FAI F2D Combat engines. There is a

high degree of development of engines

in these segments of the hobby.

While seven teams were pre-

entered, only four were able to make it

to the Racing circles. In the 7½-minute

preliminary races, newcomers Jim

Bradley and Jim Demeritte tied Les

Akre and Andrew Robinson with 167

laps. 

Through attrition, Jim Gall/Steve

Eichenberger were the last team

standing to make the three-up final.

Early in the final Bradley/Demeritte

were DQed due to flying fouls, leaving

Akre/Gall to a two-up race after 45

laps. Les Akre ran a new record 344

laps for the win with Jim Gall far

behind at 245 laps.

—Tim Stone
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Goodyear winners.

Clown Race winners.

Les Akre with new
Clown record

holder.

Jim Bradley’s well
built Clown racer.
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Photos by Wayne Mc Daniel.

CL Combat: Day 3CL Combat: Day 3
It’s Wednesday morning and today is 75 MPH CL Combat. Looks like it is

going to be a hot one today and we are going to try to run it through as fast

as possible and not stop for a lunch break and finish before the heat of the

day.

The rules for today are 5-minute matches using Slow

Combat scoring and everyone had to start his own engine.

If you did not start your own engine, you had to stand

there until the engine was started. 

I generally comment about the best match of the

day but today I am going to mention the worst match

of the day. It was between Jeff Rein and Chris Gay.

The final score was 52 to 31; they did two moves

and ka-boom and it was over. They just flat ran into

each other.

I would like to thank my judges for today, Lou

Scavone and Paul Gibson. They set out in the sun

under their umbrellas and did an excellent job.

Equipment being used this year is anything and

everything. Foamies, store-boughts, and engines

were mainly 25 but a few were using 15s.

Tomorrow is 1/2A Combat with 42-foot lines and

you can use an electric starter.

—Wayne Mc Daniel

Left to right: Zack Stein, Steven
Johns, and Pat Gibson waiting
on Zack’s next match.

Left to right: Chris Gay giving
Don Sopka instructions.
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Jeff Rein getting ready for
today’s action.

Left to right: Paul Gibson and
Lou Scavone were the judges
for today’s matches.

Steven Johns fueling his plane.

Left to right: Phil Cartier and
John Gibson preparing for

Phil’s first match.
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Left to right:
today’s
winners are
first place Jeff
Rein; second
place Chris
Gay; third
place Phil
Cartier; and
Top
Sportsman,
John Gibson.

Speed Limit
group shot:

Who are
these guys?
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Scores and Standings Please note: Scores are unofficial until

tabulation is confirmed.



Carrier Class I and II: Wednesday at the CL

Navy Carrier circles was devoted to flying the

Scale classes: Class I for .40 engines and Class

II for .65 engines. These models have a lot of

appeal because they are scale replicas of full-

size carrier-based naval aircraft. The

competition this year for the top places was

very close, adding additional excitement to the

event.

The weather cooperated again with calm

winds nearly all day, but the very hot and humid

conditions seemed to take their toll on both

contestants and aircraft. In contrast to Tuesday’s

Profile competition in which nearly all

contestants had complete flights, Class I and

Class II competition resulted in some mishaps

as engines failed at inappropriate times.

As was the case in Profile, Burt Brokaw and

Pete Mazur were fighting it out for top honors

with the lead changing as the day progressed. In

the end it was Pete who finished in first place,

though the point spread was very close in each

event. 

Pete claimed the Eugene Ely Award as the

top Navy Carrier contestant for the Nationals,

but the scores were as close as they have been

in quite a few years. There were fewer than 17

points separating the two fliers out of a total of

more than 1200 points.

Each year the Navy Carrier Society presents

a special award to an individual who contributes

to the success and enjoyment of the Nationals

Navy Carrier events through voluntary service.

The award is named for Carol Johnson who,

though not a modeler herself, was a consistent

volunteer at both nationals and local contests.

This year’s honoree was Ted Kraver. [Ted
has also been a valued contributor to
NatsNews. Congratulations!—Ed.] Ted gave up

flying the AMA Navy Carrier events to serve as

Center Judge on both days of the competition.

The Class I and Class II competition was

capably overseen by Art Johnson as Event

Director. Thank, Art!

Thanks to Ted Kraver whose photos

accompany this article. My memory card failed

as I was attempting to download my

photographs.

—Dick Perry

Correction: Pete Mazur’s Profile Carrier model

is the Grumman Guardian, designed by Bill

Calkins and available as a kit from Brodak

Manufacturing. 

Photos by Ted Kraver.
The Carol Johnson Award this year went to Ted Kraver (right) for his service

during the Nationals as the Center Judge. Art Johnson is presenting the award.

CL Navy Carrier

Pete Mazur (right) won this year’s Eugene Ely Award as the outstanding CL Navy

Carrier contestant. Dick Perry, Navy Carrier Society President, presents the award.
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Pete Mazur

works to replace

the engine on his

Class I MO-1

after the engine

seized in the

middle of his

slow flight.

Below: A morning ritual at the

Carrier circle is positioning the

deck for the wind direction

anticipated during the day. Bill

Calkins and Mike Potter tote one of

the deck sections to its new

location.

Above: Dale Gleason (standing) entered

this MO-1 in Class II. Pete Mazur (left)

and Burt Brokaw (center) prepare their

processing forms, while Art Johnson

(right), Event Director, handles the

processing duties.

Left: Art Johnson preparing his

electric-powered Supermarine Seafire

for a test flight in preparation for

Thursday’s competition.

Right: Gary Hull processing his Douglas

AD Skyraider. Everett Shoemaker

prepares to weight the model while Art

Johnson (seated) checks the paperwork.
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RC Pylon

And the winner is … Ralph Rinaldi. Ralph pulled ahead of Scott MacAfee in the last turn of an intense fly-off and won the contest

by about 10 feet! Congratulations Ralph! 

Yesterday’s finals’ racing was very exciting to watch and participate in. Everyone was fighting the heat and their competitors for

a chance at a trophy. Since every point counted, the strategy was “fly as fast as you can,” and they did. 

After heat racing was finished, the points yielded an eight-way tie for places 6-14. It was decided that the tied racers would fly

off to determine their final places. It was amazing to watch the fastest (and luckiest) racers of the week pitted head to head.

Watching flyoffs is exciting for everyone as they cheer on their favorite competitor.

The air was fast for yesterday’s racing, allowing for faster times than we have seen at the Nats for a long time. Mike Helsel set

the contest’s fast time with a 1:04.92—a new record speed for Muncie. Way to go Mike!

Today everyone gets a fresh start as event 422 (Quarter 40) gets underway. New competitors have shown up to join the masses

vying for the title of national champion. Racers have been practicing and fine tuning to get everything just right for more steep

competition today. 

Good luck and have fun!

—Matt and Alexandria Russell

RC Pylon
Photos by the authors.
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